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RANK AND FILE DEMOS HAVE
NO CLEAR PREFERENCES YET FOR
ALTERNATE IF BROWN DOES NOT RUN
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by Mervin Do Field
While it is probable that Governor Edmund G. Brown will seek a third term in next year
election, this is not yet a certainty.

It is still possible that a federal gl:)vernment appointment or some

other factor may cause him to withdraw from the running.
Among the Democrats who have been mentioned as possible candidates for Governor if
Brown does not run are LL Governor Glenn Anderson, State Controller Alan Cranston, Assembly
Speaker Jesse Unruh, and Los Angeles Mayor Samuel Yorty. There has also been much speculation that
Yorty wi II enter the Democratic gubernatorial primary next year regardless of what Brown does.

Poll Measures Candidates
The California Poll's most recent survey completed last week, obtained measurements on
who the Democratic rank-and-file favors in the event Brown is not a candidate in the primary election.
The results show that none of the four mentioned possibilities has a clear cut advantage over the rest
of the fie Id.
Democrat favored if
Brown not a candidate
Yorty

27%

Cranston

23

Anderson

21

Unruh

14

No preference

15
(MORE)

The California Poll was founded in 1946 as a medium for promoting public opinion research. The California Poll is completely independent of all political parties and candidates. Its sole purpose is 10 report
public opinion accurarely and objectively. Most of rhe financial support for the Poll comes from newspapers and teleVision stations rhat have exclusive rights within the city of publication. The Poll utilizes
accepted scientific sampling and questioning procedures in obtaining the data reported in its releases. Representative samples of adults are intervi'!wed at periodic intervals on election issues and other
socially important questions of the day. Proportionate numbers of people of both sexes,from all parts of the stale.from different sized communities,and of all age,economic, political, and occupation groups
are included in the samples. Major surveys are made with samples of 1,200 or more respondents. Interim surveys sometimes are made with smaller samples but not less than 600 interviews.
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All of these men have had considerable statewide political exposure Yorty has been Mayor of
0

Los Angeles since 1961, and was re-elected by an impressive margin over James Roosevent, earlier this
year. The office of mayor is non-partisan, but Yorty has been a Democratic Congressman and has run for
other offices as a Democrat

0

Cranston was elected State Controller first in 19580

In 1962 he was re-elected, polling rrore

votes than any other Democrat. However, he lost the bid for the UoS. Senate nomination in the 1964
Democrati c pri mary to Pierre Sal inger.
Anderson was Brown's running mate in 1958 and 19620 While the job of LL Governor does
not frequently bring a man into publ ic !~ye, this position has been used as a springboard by men seeking
higher office in the state.
Unruh is the most powerful figure in the State Legislature

0

He supported Brown in previous

elections, but he has often been at odds with the Governor in recent years.
Brown vs

0

Yorty
During recent months there have been definite signs that Yorty might contest Brown for the

Governor's spot in the 1966 Democratic primaryo The California Poll's test of the relative voting strengtl
of these two men shows that if the election were being held today, Brown would be a clear winnero

He

polls 59% of the vote against Yorty1s 31%, with 10% undecidedo
If Brown does face opposition in the primary he will go into the fray with the power and presti!
of the office in his favoro

He also has the reputation of being a Republio::m giant killer by virtue of

defeating Republican ex-Senator William Knowland and former Vice President Richard Nixon in two prey
electionso

However, California Poll surveys have shown that Brown's popularity with voters has fluctuatE

widely over the years and his popularity might not rebound again as it hm, in the pasL
Yorty has gained considerable appeal among a wide segment of voters, particularly in the
southern portion of the state

0

He is considered to be a pol itical maverick and he might well decide to gc

against present odds and oppose Brown in the 1966 Democratic primaryo
The California Poll will c;lescribe tomorrow how Yorty might fare if he were the Democratic
nominee, and were faced in the November run-off by any of seven Republicans who have been mentione(
as possibilitieso
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